In order to better release the heat generated by the electronic components, a novel heat dissipation system is proposed, which combines a microchannel heat pipe (MHP) with a high thermal conductivity and a radiative plate with a high emissivity at nighttime. First, a simple testing rig was made with an MHP and a radiative plate, where the radiative plate was made of acrylic resin, a curing agent, thinner, and aluminum plate, and had strong radiative cooling at nighttime. Second, the mathematical model was initially established and verified using experiments, where it was shown that the agreement between numerical and experimental data was well within experimental uncertainties. Comprehensive simulation investigations were conducted by varying wind speed, relative humidity, the cloudiness coefficient, dimension of the radiative plate, and tilted angle. The results show that: (1) the emissivity of the radiative plate was about 0.311 in the daytime and about 0.908 in the nighttime; (2) the influence of wind speed on reducing the component surface temperature was greater than the cloudiness coefficient and relative humidity; (3) the width of the radiative plate had a greater effect on heat dissipation than on its length, and the maximum size of radiative plate was recommended to be 400 mm × 400-500 mm (length × width), which was equipped with a single MHP (width: 60 mm). Additionally, the tilted angle of the radiative plate should be kept within 30 • of the horizontal level. In conclusion, the novel heat dissipation system had a superior application value for providing assisted electronic component cooling in the nighttime.
Introduction
Recently, with the increasing number of cores and frequencies of electronic components, as well as the miniaturization and integration of its chips, the heat dissipation of electronic components has also increased sharply, which results in the continual increase of components' temperature [1, 2] . Generally, reducing the temperature of electronic components can improve its service life and operational reliability [3] . According to statistics, more than 55% of the errors in the operation of electronic components are caused by overheating [4] . Therefore, heat dissipation technology has become the key to achieving long-life and high-reliability performance [5] . For this purpose, many effective methods Figure 1 shows the basic structure of the proposed novel heat dissipation system (hereinafter referred to as the MHP-RC system) that can release the heat generated by electronic components. The MHP-RC system was made up of an MHP, radiative plate with selective absorption material, and electronic components. The electronic components were installed on the evaporation side of the MHP in the MHP-RC system, which is fixed by a cover plate; meanwhile, the radiative plate was stuck with the spectrally selective absorbing material and was installed on the condensation side. Furthermore, the selective absorption material was characterized by a lower emissivity in the solar irradiation band (0.25-2.5 µm) in the daytime and a higher reflectivity in the long-wavelength band in the nighttime, especially in the atmospheric window band with the wavelength of 8-13 µm [25, 27] . It is also worth mentioning that heat transfer started when the temperature of the MHP evaporation side was higher than that of its condensation side because the MHP is a gravity type heat pipe. Thus the solar heat could not be transferred to the electronic components via the phase transition of the MHP during the daytime, and only received heat transfer through heat conduct. Additionally, for the convenience of drawing, the MHP-RC system in Figure 1b is placed horizontally. In fact, the radiation plate needs to tilt up slightly to ensure the normal operation of the MHP in the proposed system. Last but not least, the heat dissipation of the electronic components often needs to work continually to maintain stability within the system. A temperature monitoring system was set up to control the dissipation mode. Once its temperature exceeded the threshold value, the MHP-RC system heat dissipation mode switched to the forced heat dissipation mode.
Energies 2020, 13, Figure 1 shows the basic structure of the proposed novel heat dissipation system (hereinafter referred to as the MHP-RC system) that can release the heat generated by electronic components. The MHP-RC system was made up of an MHP, radiative plate with selective absorption material, and electronic components. The electronic components were installed on the evaporation side of the MHP in the MHP-RC system, which is fixed by a cover plate; meanwhile, the radiative plate was stuck with the spectrally selective absorbing material and was installed on the condensation side. Furthermore, the selective absorption material was characterized by a lower emissivity in the solar irradiation band (0.25-2.5 μm) in the daytime and a higher reflectivity in the long-wavelength band in the nighttime, especially in the atmospheric window band with the wavelength of 8-13 μm [25, 27] . It is also worth mentioning that heat transfer started when the temperature of the MHP evaporation side was higher than that of its condensation side because the MHP is a gravity type heat pipe. Thus the solar heat could not be transferred to the electronic components via the phase transition of the MHP during the daytime, and only received heat transfer through heat conduct. Additionally, for the convenience of drawing, the MHP-RC system in Figure 1b is placed horizontally. In fact, the radiation plate needs to tilt up slightly to ensure the normal operation of the MHP in the proposed system. Last but not least, the heat dissipation of the electronic components often needs to work continually to maintain stability within the system. A temperature monitoring system was set up to control the dissipation mode. Once its temperature exceeded the threshold value, the MHP-RC system heat dissipation mode switched to the forced heat dissipation mode.
System Description
(a) 
Theoretical Models
To test the cooling performance of the MHP-RC system conveniently, the electronic components (hereinafter referred to as components) was simulated using a resistance heater to heat the MHP evaporation side in this paper. The MHP evaporation side and the resistance heater were wrapped by thermal insulation material to ensure that all the generated heat would be dissipated by the radiative plate.
Heat Balance of the Radiative Plate
A mathematical model based on the law of conservation of energy was built to analyze the performance of the system. Some assumptions were made to simplify the complex process of heat conversion and heat transfer in the operation of the system without losing significant accuracy. The detailed assumptions were as follows:
(1) The physical property parameters of the radiative plate were constant. (2) It was assumed that the magnitude of the wind speed and air relative humidity were constant owing to the little fluctuation at nighttime. (3) The energy conservation equation could be considered as a two-dimension unsteady state because of the 1 mm thickness of the radiative plate. (4) Ignoring the radiant heat transfer between the back of the radiative plate and the ground, the radiative plate had a high reflectivity on the back.
The size of the radiative plate is shown in Figure 2 , and it can be seen that the radiative plate was divided into two sections: the blue part represents the heat dissipation area where convection and radiation took place, and the red part represents the area heated by the MHP.
According to the heat balance, the energy conducted by the radiative plate and boundary condition can be given as Equations (1) and (2): 
Theoretical Models
Heat Balance of the Radiative Plate
(1) The physical property parameters of the radiative plate were constant.
(2) It was assumed that the magnitude of the wind speed and air relative humidity were constant owing to the little fluctuation at nighttime. (3) The energy conservation equation could be considered as a two-dimension unsteady state because of the 1 mm thickness of the radiative plate. (4) Ignoring the radiant heat transfer between the back of the radiative plate and the ground, the radiative plate had a high reflectivity on the back.
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Boundary condition of the radiative plate:
Initial condition:
where ρb, cb, db, kb, a, b is the density, specific heat, thickness, thermal conductivity, length, and width of the radiative plate, respectively; and Tinit is the initial temperature of the radiative plate, which is equal to the temperature at first moment of the experiment. According to Figure 3 , the internal heat flux 0 q can be expressed as Equation (4):
where qhb, qs, qc, and qr are calculated using Equations (5)-(8), respectively. qhb is the heat flux from the microheat pipe to the radiative plate, qs is the absorbed atmospheric radiation from the aerosphere to the radiative plate, qc is the convective heat flux from the radiative plate to the ambient air, and qr is the radiant heat flux from the radiative plate to the outer environment. It is noted that qhb is equal to 0 when the region of the radiative plate belongs to the zero-dissipation region, and qhb is expressed as Equation (4) when the region belongs to the zero-heating region.
Thermocouple position: A, B, C, D. According to the heat balance, the energy conducted by the radiative plate and boundary condition can be given as Equations (1) and (2):
where ρ b , c b , d b , k b , a, b is the density, specific heat, thickness, thermal conductivity, length, and width of the radiative plate, respectively; and T init is the initial temperature of the radiative plate, which is equal to the temperature at first moment of the experiment. According to Figure 3 , the internal heat flux q 0 can be expressed as Equation (4):
where q hb , q s , q c , and q r are calculated using Equations (5)-(8), respectively. q hb is the heat flux from the microheat pipe to the radiative plate, q s is the absorbed atmospheric radiation from the aerosphere to the radiative plate, q c is the convective heat flux from the radiative plate to the ambient air, and q r is the radiant heat flux from the radiative plate to the outer environment. It is noted that q hb is equal to 0 when the region of the radiative plate belongs to the zero-dissipation region, and q hb is expressed as Equation (4) when the region belongs to the zero-heating region.
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where T he is the evaporation side temperature of the MHP, T a is the ambient temperature, R hb is the contact thermal resistance between the MHP and the radiative plate, δ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and is equal to 5.67 × 10 −8 W·m −2 ·K −4 , h c is the convective coefficient, X is the view factor of the radiative plate to the sky, ε(T) is the hemispherical emissivity, and T s is the sky temperature.
According to the literature [28] [29] [30] , the h c , X, and ε(T) are expressed as given in Equations (9)-(11):
where v is the wind speed, θ is the angle between the radiative plate and the horizontal plane, ε λ (λ, T) is the spectral hemispherical emissivity of the radiative plate, E λ,b (λ, T) is the spectral radiation power of the blackbody, and E b (T) is the full wavelength spectral radiation power of the blackbody.
where The is the evaporation side temperature of the MHP, Ta is the ambient temperature, Rhb is the contact thermal resistance between the MHP and the radiative plate, δ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and is equal to 5.67 × 10 −8 W•m −2 ·K −4 , hc is the convective coefficient, X is the view factor of the radiative plate to the sky, ( ) T ε is the hemispherical emissivity, and Ts is the sky temperature.
According to the literature [28] [29] [30] , the hc, X, and ( ) T ε are expressed as given in Equations (9)-(11):
where v is the wind speed, θ is the angle between the radiative plate and the horizontal plane, According to the literature [31, 32] , Ts in Equation (8) is expressed as Equations (12)-(16):
1 0.0224 0.0035 0.00028 According to the literature [31, 32] , T s in Equation (8) is expressed as Equations (12)- (16):
where C a is the cloudiness coefficient; n is the total opaque cloud amount (0 for clear sky, 10 for overcast sky), which can be obtained from the Typical Meteorological Year (TMY)data in the simulation; RH is the relative humidity of the ambient air; t m is the number of hours from midnight in solar time; and C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are constants.
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Heat Balance of the MHP
According to the high thermal conductivity of the MHP [33, 34] , the MHP calculation can be solved using the lumped parameter method, which was verified by experimental results, as seen in Section 4.3.3. The MHP heat balance equation is given as Equations (17)- (19) :
where M he(hc) , c he(hc) , k he(hc) , and A he(hc) are the mass, specific heat, thermal conductivity, and area of the evaporation side (condensation side) of the MHP, respectively; A hb is the contacted area between the MHP and the radiative plate; R i , d i , and k i are the thermal resistance, thickness, and thermal conductivity of the thermal insulation material, respectively; Q he is the heating power of the electronic component, which is supplied by the resistance heater; and T init is the same as the Equation (3) above.
Evaluation of Energy Saving
In order to evaluate the heat dissipation performance of the radiative plate, it was essential to calculate the amount of heat dissipation by the radiative plate through convection and sky radiative cooling [35] . According to above Equations (6)-(8), we computed the total heat dissipation of the radiative plate, which is expressed as Equation (21):
where Q t is the total heat dissipation of the radiative plate, σ is the micro-area of the radiative plate, and the other parameters are the same as mentioned above.
Experimental Investigation

Fabrication of Radiative Plate
It is well known that effect of the radiative cooling is very limited because the solar radiation intensity is much higher than the radiative cooling power during the daytime, and therefore, the heat dissipation is not considered in the experiment [28] . However, it was hoped that less solar radiation enters the radiative plate to prevent the absorbed heat from conducting into the electronic component. Thus, the radiative plate was characterized by an absorptivity of 0 in the daytime and an emissivity of 1 in the nighttime, which is referred to as an ideal radiator, and the emissivity is shown in Figure 4 . It can be seen that the absorptivity of the solar radiation band (0.25-2.5 µm) was 0, while the emissivity of other bands (2.5-25 µm) was 1; that is to say, the solar radiation heat was completely reflected in the daytime, and the radiative plate heat was completely radiated in the nighttime. However, it was not possible to make the radiative plate into an ideal radiator due to the limitation of the available material and technology.
According to Kirchhoff's law, the emissivity of the radiative plate is equal to its absorptivity, and the calculated results are shown in Figure 7 . It can be concluded from Figures 4 and 6 that the emissivity of the radiative plate was close to that of the ideal radiative plate. It should be noted that the heat pipe did not work because the radiation plate absorbed solar heat during the daytime, causing its condensation temperature to be greater than its evaporation temperature, and heat was only transferred through heat conduction of the material itself. To this end, the acrylic resin, curing agent, and thinner were blended and mixed according to the volume ratio of 2:1:1 based on the research of Bagiorgas and Mihalakakou [36, 37] . A soft brush was used to evenly coat the mixture on the 1-mm-thick aluminum plate, and another layer was painted in the same way after drying once again, whose fabrication process is shown in Figure 5a . It was essential to employ DUV-3700 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Shimazu, Japan) and Bruker Equinox 55 Fourier transform mid-infrared laser (Bruker, Germany) to measure its spectral reflectivity after the radiative plate had been fabricated, and the measured results are shown in Figure 6 . The figure shows that the emissivity was 0.311 in the solar band (0.25-3 µm), 0.916 in the atmospheric window (0-3 µm), and 0.829 and 0.904 in the other two bands (3-8 µm, 13-25 µm), respectively. The results show that the radiative plate had a high emissivity in the middle-and long-wave bands, which could radiate more heat to the outdoor environment. Notably, the above two experimental instruments measure the reflectivity of the radiative plate (ρ λ , and the absorptivity of the radiative plate (α λ ) can be calculated using Equation (22) because of the 0 spectral transmittance [38] :
According to Kirchhoff's law, the emissivity of the radiative plate is equal to its absorptivity, and the calculated results are shown in Figure 7 . It can be concluded from Figures 4 and 6 that the emissivity of the radiative plate was close to that of the ideal radiative plate. It should be noted that the heat pipe did not work because the radiation plate absorbed solar heat during the daytime, causing its condensation temperature to be greater than its evaporation temperature, and heat was only transferred through heat conduction of the material itself.
As shown in Figure 7 , the average emissivity of the radiative plate was calculated at different temperatures according to Figure 6 and Equation (11) . The results show that the emissivity/absorptivity of the radiative plate decreased with the increase of its temperature. The reason was that the maximum monochromatic emissivity moved to the short wavelengths when the temperature of the radiative plate increased, while the emissivity of the short wavelengths was relatively lower than other wavelengths. It can also be seen from Figure 7 that the maximum emissivity at 240 K was due to the fact that the spectral peak radiant power occurred in the range around of 10 µm (atmospheric window, 8-13 µm), and the emissivity of the radiative plate was also the highest in this band. Additionally, at natural conventional temperatures (300 K), the emissivity of the radiative plate was about 0.908, which indicates that the radiative plate coated with acrylic resin had a good emissivity to the sky.
According to Equation (21), the heat dissipation power of the radiative plate was computed when T a = 25 • C, as revealed by Figure 8 . Furthermore, it can be seen that the heat dissipation power of the radiative plate increased with the increase of temperature difference between the radiative plate surface and the ambient surroundings, mainly because the temperature difference increased and the convective heat transfer increased. We also found that the lower the equivalent temperature of the sky, the greater the heat dissipation power when the temperature difference between the radiative plate and the ambient air was the same. It can be interpreted as the lower the equivalent temperature of the sky, the better the effect of the radiative plate on the sky RC. The proposed radiative plate with a 200 W/m 2 dissipation power at the ambient temperature (25 • C) and having only a surface area of 0.0012 m 2 (400 mm × 300 mm) allowed for removing heat equivalent to a net cooling load of 0.24 kWh for the nighttime between 20:00 and 06:00 the next day. In other words, the radiative plate heat dissipation mode was enough for small-scale electronic component heat dissipation in the nighttime. As shown in Figure 7 , the average emissivity of the radiative plate was calculated at different temperatures according to Figure 6 and Equation (11) . The results show that the emissivity/absorptivity of the radiative plate decreased with the increase of its temperature. The reason was that the maximum monochromatic emissivity moved to the short wavelengths when the temperature of the radiative plate increased, while the emissivity of the short wavelengths was relatively lower than other wavelengths. It can also be seen from Figure 7 that the maximum emissivity at 240 K was due to the fact that the spectral peak radiant power occurred in the range around of 10 μm (atmospheric window, 8-13 μm), and the emissivity of the radiative plate was also the highest in this band. Additionally, at natural conventional temperatures (300 K), the emissivity of the radiative plate was about 0.908, which indicates that the radiative plate coated with acrylic resin had a good emissivity to the sky. As shown in Figure 7 , the average emissivity of the radiative plate was calculated at different temperatures according to Figure 6 and Equation (11) . The results show that the emissivity/absorptivity of the radiative plate decreased with the increase of its temperature. The reason was that the maximum monochromatic emissivity moved to the short wavelengths when the temperature of the radiative plate increased, while the emissivity of the short wavelengths was relatively lower than other wavelengths. It can also be seen from Figure 7 that the maximum emissivity at 240 K was due to the fact that the spectral peak radiant power occurred in the range around of 10 μm (atmospheric window, 8-13 μm), and the emissivity of the radiative plate was also the highest in this band. Additionally, at natural conventional temperatures (300 K), the emissivity of the radiative plate was about 0.908, which indicates that the radiative plate coated with acrylic resin had a good emissivity to the sky. radiative plate with a 200 W/m 2 dissipation power at the ambient temperature (25 °C) and having only a surface area of 0.0012 m 2 (400 mm × 300 mm) allowed for removing heat equivalent to a net cooling load of 0.24 kWh for the nighttime between 20:00 and 06:00 the next day. In other words, the radiative plate heat dissipation mode was enough for small-scale electronic component heat dissipation in the nighttime. 
Testing Rig Description
In order to test the dissipation heat performance of the novel MHP-RC system, a simple testing rig was built, as shown in Figure 5b . The testing unit consisted of five components: the MHP, radiative plate, rubber and plastic insulation material, resistance heater and DC power supply, and resistance heater made using a resistance and silicone. A sticky resistance heater was attached to the evaporation side of the MHP, and a 24 V adjustable DC power supply was used to supply power to the resistance heater, which could adjust the voltage (or current) to meet the needs of simulating different heating powers. The MHPs were purchased from Nanjing GERR Electronic Technology Co. Ltd. (Nanjing, China), and its working fluid was acetone. Additionally, the evaporation side of the MHP and the resistance heater were insulated using 20-mm-thick rubber and plastic to ensure that the heat from the resistance heater was released directly from the radiative plate. The radiative plate was fixed on the condensation side of the MHP, and high thermal conductivity silicone grease was coated between them to reduce the contact thermal resistance. It should be emphasized that the adopted MHP in this paper belonged to a gravity-type heat pipe, and the MHP should tilt upward to ensure its normal operation during an experiment. The material parameters of the testing rig are shown in Table 1 . 
In order to test the dissipation heat performance of the novel MHP-RC system, a simple testing rig was built, as shown in Figure 5b . The testing unit consisted of five components: the MHP, radiative plate, rubber and plastic insulation material, resistance heater and DC power supply, and resistance heater made using a resistance and silicone. A sticky resistance heater was attached to the evaporation side of the MHP, and a 24 V adjustable DC power supply was used to supply power to the resistance heater, which could adjust the voltage (or current) to meet the needs of simulating different heating powers. The MHPs were purchased from Nanjing GERR Electronic Technology Co. Ltd. (Nanjing, China), and its working fluid was acetone. Additionally, the evaporation side of the MHP and the resistance heater were insulated using 20-mm-thick rubber and plastic to ensure that the heat from the resistance heater was released directly from the radiative plate. The radiative plate was fixed on the condensation side of the MHP, and high thermal conductivity silicone grease was coated between them to reduce the contact thermal resistance. It should be emphasized that the adopted MHP in this paper belonged to a gravity-type heat pipe, and the MHP should tilt upward to ensure its normal operation during an experiment. The material parameters of the testing rig are shown in Table 1 .
Four copper-constant-copper thermocouples were arranged in order to measure the temperature of the MHP-RC system, and the specific positions and spacings are shown in Figures 2 and 9 . It can be seen that the thermocouples were arranged along the center line of the long side of the radiative plate because the entire radiative plate was symmetrical with the MHP. Thus, it was only necessary to measure one side of the radiative plate during the temperature measurement. Two thermocouples (marked as A and B) were arranged along the center line of the long side, and another two thermocouples (marked as C and D) were placed in the MHP in order to verify whether the MHP had temperature uniformity during the experiment; one thermocouple was also required to measure the ambient temperature. All thermocouple values were collected using a HIOKI LR840-21 data acquisition instrument (HIOKI, Japan) every 60 s. The wind speed was measured using a hand-held hot wire anemometer (Taishi, Taiwan China). The mass of the MHP was measured with an electronic balance, and the relative humidity of the ambient air is measured with a GM1360A hygrometer (Shenzhen, China). The accuracy of all measuring instruments is shown in Table 2 . to measure one side of the radiative plate during the temperature measurement. Two thermocouples (marked as A and B) were arranged along the center line of the long side, and another two thermocouples (marked as C and D) were placed in the MHP in order to verify whether the MHP had temperature uniformity during the experiment; one thermocouple was also required to measure the ambient temperature. All thermocouple values were collected using a HIOKI LR840-21 data acquisition instrument (HIOKI, Japan) every 60 s. The wind speed was measured using a hand-held hot wire anemometer (Taishi, Taiwan China). The mass of the MHP was measured with an electronic balance, and the relative humidity of the ambient air is measured with a GM1360A hygrometer (Shenzhen, China). The accuracy of all measuring instruments is shown in Table 2 . Figure 9 . The testing diagram of the testing rig. Figure 9 . The testing diagram of the testing rig. To better verify the reliability of the experimental data, the uncertainty of parameters should be calculated. The uncertainty of the direct measurement parameters in the experiment is shown in Table 2 , such as the temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, current, and voltage. The uncertainty of the indirect measurement parameters in the experiment is shown as Equation (23) [39]:
The function (f ) is a function of the independent variable (x i ), and ∆x i is the absolute error of the variable (x i ). We calculated that the uncertainty of the radiative plate heat dissipation (Q) was 3.8% according to the above formula, which showed that the experimental method and data were reliable and accurate.
The Error of Experiment and Calculation
In order to investigate the heat dissipation performance of the MHP-RC system, the experiment was carried out for three nights of experimental testing because RC is difficult to achieve during the daytime [28] . We selected a clear night sky (20:00 on 23 January 2019 to 06:00 the next morning) for a total of 10 h, and a 6.5 W heating power was supplied by the resistance heater, where the 6.5 W heating power was the common generated heating power of the electronic component. The theoretical model energy equation of the MHP-RC system was solved using MATLAB R2016a based on weather data, and the calculated flow chart is shown in Figure 10 . Coupled thermal and mass equations for each node were numerically discretized using the implicit method. The time step was set as 60 s, and all parts were meshed with 1 mm by 1 mm grids.
To better calculate the error between the experimental data and the calculated values, the root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) were used to evaluate the accuracy of the model, which are expressed as Equations (24) and (25) [40, 41] :
where n represents the number of measurements made during the testing, and T sim and T exp are the calculated value and experimental data, respectively. Figure 11 shows the temperature variation of points B and C (temperature monitoring points) with time, the temperatures of which are relatively close. The RMSE and MAE were computed based on Figure 11 , as shown in Table 3 , and the results show that the maximum RMSE was merely 0.48 • C while the MAE was only 0.34 • C, which indicates that the theoretical value was in good agreement with the measured value. We therefore considered that the theoretical model could solve the heat transfer of the proposed MHP-RC system very well. It should be noted that the obtained RMSE and MAE were the weather data from one night of 23 January to the next morning. with time, the temperatures of which are relatively close. The RMSE and MAE were computed based on Figure 11 , as shown in Table 3 , and the results show that the maximum RMSE was merely 0.48 °C while the MAE was only 0.34 °C, which indicates that the theoretical value was in good agreement with the measured value. We therefore considered that the theoretical model could solve the heat transfer of the proposed MHP-RC system very well. It should be noted that the obtained RMSE and MAE were the weather data from one night of 23 January to the next morning. Figure 12 shows the difference between the simulated value and the experimental value at point A (temperature monitoring point) of the radiative plate. The results show that the maximum difference between the experimental value and the simulated value was 1.98 °C, and the average value differed by 0.25 °C, which indicated that the simulated values are trustworthy. It is also evident from Figure 12 that the temperature at point A of the radiative plate was lower than the ambient air temperature, with the maximum temperature difference being 2.91 °C lower and the average temperature being 1.62 °C lower. It indicated that the sky radiative cooling was higher than the convective heat dissipation at point A, where the convective heat transfer made the air exothermic to the radiative plate. As is known, the heat dissipation mode on the left side of the point A was the same as the point A. Certainly, the heat transfer mode was not beneficial to the heat dissipation of the component, which was the heat transfer from the air to the radiative plate. Figure 12 shows the difference between the simulated value and the experimental value at point A (temperature monitoring point) of the radiative plate. The results show that the maximum difference between the experimental value and the simulated value was 1.98 • C, and the average value differed by 0.25 • C, which indicated that the simulated values are trustworthy. It is also evident from Figure 12 that the temperature at point A of the radiative plate was lower than the ambient air temperature, with the maximum temperature difference being 2.91 • C lower and the average temperature being 1.62 • C lower. It indicated that the sky radiative cooling was higher than the convective heat dissipation at point A, where the convective heat transfer made the air exothermic to the radiative plate. As is known, the heat dissipation mode on the left side of the point A was the same as the point A. Certainly, the heat transfer mode was not beneficial to the heat dissipation of the component, which was the heat transfer from the air to the radiative plate.
The Temperature of the MHP
As described in Figure 13 , the MHP had very similar temperature values at points C and D, where point C was placed in the evaporation section, and point D was in the condensation section. It can be seen that the temperature difference between the two was small at merely 0.1 • C, and the results indicated that MHP was characterized by a high temperature uniformity performance. Accordingly, the temperature distribution of the MHP can be regarded as an isothermal body in theoretical modeling. It is therefore reasonable to use the lumped parameter method for the MHP discussed in Section 3. Figure 13 , the MHP had very similar temperature values at points C and D, where point C was placed in the evaporation section, and point D was in the condensation section. It can be seen that the temperature difference between the two was small at merely 0.1 °C, and the results indicated that MHP was characterized by a high temperature uniformity performance. Accordingly, the temperature distribution of the MHP can be regarded as an isothermal body in theoretical modeling. It is therefore reasonable to use the lumped parameter method for the MHP discussed in Section 3.2 above.
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22:00 00:00 02:00 04:00 06:00 Figure 13 , the MHP had very similar temperature values at points C and D, where point C was placed in the evaporation section, and point D was in the condensation section. It can be seen that the temperature difference between the two was small at merely 0.1 °C, and the results indicated that MHP was characterized by a high temperature uniformity performance. Accordingly, the temperature distribution of the MHP can be regarded as an isothermal body in theoretical modeling. It is therefore reasonable to use the lumped parameter method for the MHP discussed in Section 3.2 above. Figure 13 . Temperature variation of the MHP evaporation and condensation sides with time.
Results and Discussion
The above analysis was based on experimental and theoretical research under a specific weather condition. However, it will be affected by many parameters in the actual application, such as wind speed, relative humidity, cloudiness coefficient, power of the component, the radiative plate geometry, and tilted angle. The analysis of the effect of the above parameters on the surface temperature of the MHP-RC is presented in this section, and outdoor weather parameters were taken from the values of Section 4.3.2, which was the data of 23 January 2019. It is mentioned that if the parameter values are not specified in the next sections, all parameter values are shown in Table 4 . 
Wind Speed
As is known, the ambient wind speed affects the magnitude of the convective coefficient, and the larger the value, the more the heat dissipates toward the outdoor environment. Figure 14 shows the MHP variation tendency of temperature with wind speed. It should be emphasized that the resistance heater heated with a constant heat flux in the experiment, and the MHP was closely combined with the resistance heater surface, so the trend of the temperature variation of the heater and the MHP surface tended to be consistent, which is shown by a linear change. Therefore, the MHP temperature could be regarded as the surface temperature of the electronic component (hereinafter the same). It was found that the higher the outdoor wind speed, the lower the component surface temperature, which indicated that the convective heat transfer was larger, and the heat of convection heat dissipation was greater. In addition, we can also draw a conclusion from Figure 14 that the decrease of temperature became smaller with the increase of wind speed, mainly because the surface temperature of the component decreased to a certain threshold and was close to the outdoor ambient temperature. It was therefore of little significance to the lowering of temperature if the environmental wind speed was blindly increased.
speed, relative humidity, cloudiness coefficient, power of the component, the radiative plate geometry, and tilted angle. The analysis of the effect of the above parameters on the surface temperature of the MHP-RC is presented in this section, and outdoor weather parameters were taken from the values of Section 4.3.2, which was the data of 23 January 2019. It is mentioned that if the parameter values are not specified in the next sections, all parameter values are shown in Table 4 . Table 4 . Outdoor weather parameters and component power.
Wind Speed Cloudiness Coefficient Relative Humidity Power
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Wind Speed
As is known, the ambient wind speed affects the magnitude of the convective coefficient, and the larger the value, the more the heat dissipates toward the outdoor environment. Figure 14 shows the MHP variation tendency of temperature with wind speed. It should be emphasized that the resistance heater heated with a constant heat flux in the experiment, and the MHP was closely combined with the resistance heater surface, so the trend of the temperature variation of the heater and the MHP surface tended to be consistent, which is shown by a linear change. Therefore, the MHP temperature could be regarded as the surface temperature of the electronic component (hereinafter the same). It was found that the higher the outdoor wind speed, the lower the component surface temperature, which indicated that the convective heat transfer was larger, and the heat of convection heat dissipation was greater. In addition, we can also draw a conclusion from Figure 14 that the decrease of temperature became smaller with the increase of wind speed, mainly because the surface temperature of the component decreased to a certain threshold and was close to the outdoor ambient temperature. It was therefore of little significance to the lowering of temperature if the environmental wind speed was blindly increased. 
Cloudiness Coefficient
The cloudiness coefficient (C a ) represents a parameter of the degree of sunny weather and is classified into 10 levels. A cloudiness coefficient of 0-2 denotes clear sky, 3-7 denotes common weather, and 8-10 is cloudy or overcast sky. It is seen in Figure 15 that the component surface temperature increased as the cloudiness coefficient increased. According to Equations (12) and (13) , the higher the cloudiness coefficient, the greater the sky temperature, and the ability of the radiative plate to radiate into the sky is weakened, so the higher the surface temperature of the equipment is. However, the surface temperature of the component increased slightly, e.g., the cloudy weather (C a = 9) was 0.8 • C lower than the sunny weather (C a = 1), mainly because the net radiation heat transfer coefficient was lower.
The cloudiness coefficient (Ca) represents a parameter of the degree of sunny weather and is classified into 10 levels. A cloudiness coefficient of 0-2 denotes clear sky, 3-7 denotes common weather, and 8-10 is cloudy or overcast sky. It is seen in Figure 15 that the component surface temperature increased as the cloudiness coefficient increased. According to Equations (12) and (13), the higher the cloudiness coefficient, the greater the sky temperature, and the ability of the radiative plate to radiate into the sky is weakened, so the higher the surface temperature of the equipment is. However, the surface temperature of the component increased slightly, e.g., the cloudy weather (Ca = 9) was 0.8 °C lower than the sunny weather (Ca = 1), mainly because the net radiation heat transfer coefficient was lower. 
Relative Humidity
The relative humidity (RH) is the ratio of the vapor pressure of water vapor to the pressure of saturated water at the same temperature in the atmosphere, which reflects the amount of atmospheric water vapor. As shown in Figure 16 , it can be seen that the higher the RH, the higher the component surface temperature. A possible explanation is that the greater the RH, the greater the water vapor content, the higher the equivalent sky temperature, and the lower the radiation by the radiative plate to the sky. Figure 16 also shows that RH had little effect on the component surface temperature; i.e., the maximum temperature difference of the component surface was merely 0.4 °C when RH was 80% and 50%, respectively. The results show that the influence of RH on RC was limited. 
The relative humidity (RH) is the ratio of the vapor pressure of water vapor to the pressure of saturated water at the same temperature in the atmosphere, which reflects the amount of atmospheric water vapor. As shown in Figure 16 , it can be seen that the higher the RH, the higher the component surface temperature. A possible explanation is that the greater the RH, the greater the water vapor content, the higher the equivalent sky temperature, and the lower the radiation by the radiative plate to the sky. Figure 16 also shows that RH had little effect on the component surface temperature; i.e., the maximum temperature difference of the component surface was merely 0.4 • C when RH was 80% and 50%, respectively. The results show that the influence of RH on RC was limited.
Power of the Resistance Heater
In order to better investigate the influence of the heat output on the temperature of the component surface, its surface temperature was calculated under various heating powers. As shown in Figure 17 , we found that the higher the heat dissipation by the component, the higher the surface temperature, which is consistent with common sense. It is essential to investigate the temperature of the component surface at different heat outputs in practical applications. It was assumed that the highest operating temperature of the component was 40 • C, and the temperature of the component surface was below 40 • C when the heat output was below 50 W, according to Figure 17 . That is, the 50 W of heat output could be dissipated outward through the MHP-RC system without consuming any energy.
According to Equation (21) , the proportion of convection and radiation obtained under different heating powers is shown in Figure 18 . It can be seen that when the heat output was small (20 W), the convection and radiation each accounted for half of the heat loss. With the increase of the heat output, the proportion of convection increased while radiation decreased. The convective dissipation and radiation dissipation each accounted for 70% and 30% of total heat dissipation when the heat output reached 50 W. As is known, the temperature difference between the radiative plate and the ambient air was small when the heating output was low, while its temperature difference was large when the heating output was high. The convective coefficient was greater than the radiative coefficient, so the proportion of convective heat transfer was larger than that of the radiative heat transfer. 
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Relative Plate Size
As shown in Figure 19 , it was found that the longer the length of the radiative plate, the lower the component surface temperature, which indicated that the MHP-RC was characterized by good heat dissipation. However, it seems that the temperature of the component surface varied very little when the length of the radiative plate exceeded 400 mm. That is, it was not obvious that the surface temperature was reduced through increasing the length of the radiative plate. This can be interpreted as the thermal resistance of the radiative plate being relatively small because of its thinner thickness (1 mm) and high thermal conductivity (237 W m −1 K −1 ). Figure 20 shows the effect of the width on the component surface temperature. It indicates that the width of the radiative plate was larger, and its surface temperature was lower. Similarly, the reduction of the component surface temperature was less when the width exceeded 400 mm, whereas the heat dissipation effect was better than that when increasing its length. It should be emphasized that the component surface temperature variation in Figures 19 and 20 were based on a heat output of 20 W. The heat output of 50 W and 100 W were also calculated, and the results show that the trend of temperature variation was similar to those of the above two figures. For economic reasons, it is suggested that the size of the radiative plate should be 400 mm × 400-500 mm (length × width) matched by a single MHP (width: 60 mm). It is better to increase the number of MHPs if the size of the radiative plate exceeds this dimension. Figure 18 . The proportion of convection and radiation to total heat dissipation with different heating powers.
As shown in Figure 19 , it was found that the longer the length of the radiative plate, the lower the component surface temperature, which indicated that the MHP-RC was characterized by good heat dissipation. However, it seems that the temperature of the component surface varied very little when the length of the radiative plate exceeded 400 mm. That is, it was not obvious that the surface temperature was reduced through increasing the length of the radiative plate. This can be interpreted as the thermal resistance of the radiative plate being relatively small because of its thinner thickness (1 mm) and high thermal conductivity (237 W m −1 K −1 ). Figure 20 shows the effect of the width on the component surface temperature. It indicates that the width of the radiative plate was larger, and its surface temperature was lower. Similarly, the reduction of the component surface temperature was less when the width exceeded 400 mm, whereas the heat dissipation effect was better than that when increasing its length. It should be emphasized that the component surface temperature variation in Figures 19 and 20 were based on a heat output of 20 W. The heat output of 50 W and 100 W were also calculated, and the results show that the trend of temperature variation was similar to those of the above two figures. For economic reasons, it is suggested that the size of the radiative plate should be 400 mm × 400-500 mm (length × width) matched by a single MHP (width: 60 mm). It is better to increase the number of MHPs if the size of the radiative plate exceeds this dimension.
Tilted Angle
As shown in Figure 21 , it can be seen that the temperature of the component surface decreased with the increase of the tilted angle of the radiative plate. The component surface temperature was the lowest when the radiative plate was placed approximately horizontally (>0 • ), whereas the surface temperature was the highest when placed vertically, with the maximum difference between the two forms being 1.7 • C due to the fact that the radiative plate "saw" a lower proportion of the sky. Therefore, it is recommended that the radiative plate be placed approximately horizontally. When the site conditions were not satisfied, the tilted of the radiative plate was kept within 30 • of the horizontal plane, which had little effect on the component surface temperature drop. 
As shown in Figure 21 , it can be seen that the temperature of the component surface decreased with the increase of the tilted angle of the radiative plate. The component surface temperature was the lowest when the radiative plate was placed approximately horizontally (>0°), whereas the surface temperature was the highest when placed vertically, with the maximum difference between the two forms being 1.7 °C due to the fact that the radiative plate "saw" a lower proportion of the sky. Therefore, it is recommended that the radiative plate be placed approximately horizontally. When the site conditions were not satisfied, the tilted of the radiative plate was kept within 30° of the horizontal plane, which had little effect on the component surface temperature drop. 
Summer Night Heat Dissipation
The obtained results in the above sections were all conducted in winter. Figure 22 shows the temperature variation of ambient air and the component surface, where the used weather data was measured on a night in July (i.e., in summer). It is indicated that the variation trend of the component surface temperature was almost the same as that in winter, which was about 10 °C higher than the ambient temperature. Additionally, the component surface temperature was higher than that in winter because the ambient temperature in summer was higher than that in winter. Certainly, the heat dissipation power of the component was lower than that in winter due to the high ambient temperature.
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The obtained results in the above sections were all conducted in winter. Figure 22 shows the temperature variation of ambient air and the component surface, where the used weather data was measured on a night in July (i.e., in summer). It is indicated that the variation trend of the component surface temperature was almost the same as that in winter, which was about 10 • C higher than the ambient temperature. Additionally, the component surface temperature was higher than that in winter because the ambient temperature in summer was higher than that in winter. Certainly, the heat dissipation power of the component was lower than that in winter due to the high ambient temperature. 
The obtained results in the above sections were all conducted in winter. Figure 22 shows the temperature variation of ambient air and the component surface, where the used weather data was measured on a night in July (i.e., in summer). It is indicated that the variation trend of the component surface temperature was almost the same as that in winter, which was about 10 °C higher than the ambient temperature. Additionally, the component surface temperature was higher than that in winter because the ambient temperature in summer was higher than that in winter. Certainly, the heat dissipation power of the component was lower than that in winter due to the high ambient temperature. 
Conclusions
A novel MHP-RC system was proposed and tested using experiments. The field-tested results agree well with the mathematical models. The obtained experimental and theoretical results were as follows:
(1) The daytime emissivity of the radiative plate made using white paint was 0.311, and the nocturnal emissivity was about 0.908; the average emissivity of the radiative plate was 0.916 when the wave band was in the atmospheric window. (2) The parameters had a certain influence on the heat dissipation of the radiative plate, such as the wind speed, cloudiness coefficient, relative humidity, and power of resistance heater. Among these, wind speed had a greater impact on reducing the component surface temperature, which indicates that radiation heat dissipation was less than convection heat dissipation. (3) The influence of the width of the radiative plate was greater than that of the horizontal length on the heat dissipation. The recommended dimensions of the radiative plate was 400 mm × 400-500 mm (length × width) matched by a single MHP (width: 60 mm). In order to ensure a large radiant heat, the titled angle of the radiative plate should be kept within 30 • of the horizontal plane.
In this paper, the heat dissipation of the MHP-RC system in the nighttime was investigated. In the future, it is necessary to study the effect on the heat dissipation of the radiative plate during the daytime. In summary, the novel MHP-RC system was helpful at providing heat dissipation for electronic components, and it played an important role in energy conservation. 
